On December 27, 2004, a giant flare from SGR 1806-20 illuminated the Earth (Boggs et al. 2004) with more than ∼ 10 6 times gamma-ray flux than typical cosmological gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) that are the most violent explosions in the universe (Piran 1999 (Piran , 2004 Zhang & Mészáros 2004) . Because of such a high luminosity, most detectors were saturated except for GEOTAIL that successfully recorded a burst light curve in the brightest regime (Terasawa et al. 2005). It brings us a new key to understanding of the mysterious, poorly understood Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (SGRs) that are most likely highly magnetized neutron stars, so called magnetars (Thompson & Duncan 1995) . Here we show that the observed light curve is well explained by the emission from relativistically expanding fireballs, like those of GRBs. Especially, the observed rapid fading after 600 msec strongly suggests that ejecta is collimated in a jet. We derive a robust upper limit on the jet opening half-angle of 0.2 radian that is as narrow as those of GRBs.
msec. This is followed by a rapid fading after t ∼ 600 msec. Such a detailed light curve of the initial spike has been measured for the first time.
Known SGRs are very nearby objects (typically ∼ 10 kpc) compared to apparently similar but much more frequent canonical gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) from the cosmological distance (typically tens of Gpc). A sub-group of GRBs with long duration is thought to be caused by relativistic jets originated in the collapse of a massive star (Hjorth et al. 2003; Stanek et al. 2003) . Energy is carried away from a compact source as kinetic energy of jets. This is converted into radiation by internal shocks between shells at a radius r i ∼ 3×10 8 γ 2 (∆t/10 msec) cm for the initial separation between shells c∆t, which make observed highly variable gamma-ray light curves, called prompt GRBs. Subsequently, at larger radii, outflow interacts with ambient circumstellar matter, producing external shocks, which is responsible for afterglows on much longer time scales in various wave lengths, such as radio, optical, and X-ray bands. The detection of radio afterglows after giant flares suggests that SGRs also eject relativistic outflows (Cameron & Kulkarni 2005; Frail, Kulkarni & Bloom 1999) . A relativistic motion is also essential to avoid pair formation that precludes observed non-thermal gamma-rays (Huang, Dai & Lu 1998; Thompson & Duncan 2001; Nakar, Piran & Sari 2005) .
The initial light curve of the giant flare from SGR1806-20 is very similar to the behaviour in prompt GRB emissions. We can interpret two pulses in the early epoch (t < 160 msec) as two internal shocks (see below). The following decay is basically determined by the relativistic kinematics, which is independent of the emission mechanism. Suppose a relativistic shell shines for a short period. Since the shell has a curvature, photons far from the line of sight (LOS) come later. The shell at higher latitude from the LOS has a lower velocity toward the observer, so that the emission becomes dimmer and softer as time goes because of the relativistic Doppler effect, which explains the observed power-law like decay during 200 msec < t < 400 msec very well. If the emission is spherical (isotropic), however, such a decay should continue beyond t 600 msec. This is inconsistent with the observation that the light curve rapidly fades after t ∼ 600 msec, which implies that the emission does not occur at larger angle from the LOS. In other words, the giant flare arises from a relativistic jet with a finite opening angle. Figure 1 shows theoretical light curves by applying a simple jet model of prompt GRBs (Yamazaki, Ioka & Nakamura 2003) to the giant flare. The fit is surprisingly good considering the very simple model. We just calculate photons from a shell with an opening half-angle ∆θ and the Lorentz factor γ = (1 − β 2 ) −1/2 ≫ 1 that is emitting at radius from r 0 to r e = κr 0 (κ > 1) for each pulse. The second pulse including the following decay (80 < t < 600 msec) is well fitted by our model with ∆θ = 3.1γ −1 , κ = 12.5, and r 0 = 2.6 × 10 8 γ 2 cm.
The opening angle of the jet is constrained by the light curve in a kinematical fashion (see Figures 1, 2) . The duration of the brightest epoch (80 t 130 msec) is determined by the crossing time of the shell through the emitting region (r 0 < r < r e ) as
On the other hand, the following power-law like decay lasts for ∼ 500 msec, which is about the angular spreading time
In other words the wider the jet, the later the onset of the steep decay. Eliminating r 0 /2cγ
2 from these equations, we derive (γ∆θ) 2 ∼ 10(1 − κ −1 ) 10 and hence γ∆θ 3. The uncertainty is at most a factor of 2. Furthermore, combining with γ 25 required to avoid pair formation (Nakar, Piran & Sari 2005) , we obtain the firm upper limit, ∆θ 0.2 radian, which is very similar to those of GRB jets inferred from the observed break in afterglow light curves (Harrison et al. 1999 ). In particular, we disfavour models on the isotropic emission of the giant flare in the beginning epoch.
Since isotropic equivalent energy of the giant flare is 9 × 10 46 ergs, the collimationcorrected energy is less than 2 × 10 45 ergs for ∆θ < 0.2 and the flare is rather economical than previously thought. This may alleviate an extreme situation that an isotropic flare demands almost all energy of dipole magnetic fields of SGR1806-20. The size and light curve of the radio afterglow from SGR1806-20 also favour smaller energy ∼ 10 44 -10 45 ergs than the isotropic equivalent energy of the flare (Nakar, Piran & Sari 2005; Wang et al. 2005) , which suggests a jet opening angle ∆θ ∼ 0.2.
It has been discussed that giant flares from other SGRs resemble classical GRBs in spectroscopic characters (Fenimore, Klebesadel & Laros 1996) . This possibility is strengthened by our present result that the recent giant flare of SGR 1806-20 is a jetted emission. However, in this scenario, there should be many more misaligned SGRs, which will show up only in isotropic emission. If the pulsating tails are isotropic emission, there should be many events consisting of only pulsating tails. On the other hand, if these are not observed, the pulsating tail emission after the giant flare also has to be collimated.
The observed gradual decay during 200 msec < t < 400 msec may originate from an external shock. Even so the conclusion for the jet is robust since the external shock also has a continuing curvature emission. The third bump at t ∼ 430 msec may be caused by an additional internal shock, while other reasons such as inhomogeneities on the jet are possible since its peak flux is much smaller than the others. . The early light curve (t < 160 msec) mainly consists of two pulses, which are followed by a powerlaw like decay. The second pulse (80 < t < 130 msec) has a duration of T AB ∼ 50 msec, while the power-law like decay lasts T BC ∼ 500 msec. We plot each theoretical light curve by calculating photons from a shell with an opening half-angle ∆θ and the Lorentz factor γ = (1 − β 2 ) −1/2 that is emitting at radius from r 0 to r e = κr 0 . We assume a comoving energy spectrum f ν ′ ∝ ν ′0.5 exp(−hν ′ /650γ −1 keV) because there was significant emission above 650 keV for t < 250 msec (Boggs et al. 2004) . The second pulse and the following power-law like decay are modelled by red lines, which have ∆θ = 2.2γ −1 , 3.1γ −1 , and 4.0γ
from left to right with r 0 = 2.6×10 8 γ 2 cm and r e = 12.5r 0 . The rapid fading at t ∼ 600 msec is most consistent with an opening half-angle of ∆θ = 3.1γ −1 . We have checked that the uncertainty is at most a factor of 2. We also show an example of the theoretical modelling for the first pulse (t < 80 msec) by black dotted line. In this case the opening half-angle is not well constrained because the power-law like decay is masked by that of the second pulse. A thin shell emits gamma-rays while it crosses the hatched region (r 0 < r < r e ). Each red arrow represents the emitted photon at each place. The observed duration ∼ 50 msec of the second pulse (80 < t < 130 msec) in Figure 1 is determined by the shell crossing time, T AB , i.e., the difference of the arrival time of two photons A and B that are emitted when the shell crosses radii r 0 and r e , respectively. The observed duration of the power-law like decay after the second pulse (130 < t < 600 msec) in Figure 1 is determined by the angular spreading time, T BC , i.e., the difference of the arrival time of two photons B and C emitted simultaneously. The wider the jet is, the later the rapid fading begins.
